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QUESTION: 42
You have an exported business process application, in what order do you complete
these tasks to deploy it into the target environment? 1.Import the converted
workflows and other Content Platform Engine assets using FileNet Deployment
Manager 2.Transfer the workflow definitions and update any workflow subscriptions
3.Import the isolated region configuration data using Process Configuration Console

A. 3/1/2
B. 3/2/1
C. 2/1/3
D. The tasks can be completed in any order

Answer: A

QUESTION: 43
Which one of the following is NOT a function of the FileNet Process Configuration
Console?

A. Configure workflow subscriptions
B. Configure component queues
C. Configure work queues
D. Configure the event logs

Answer: A

QUESTION: 44
An IBM FileNet Administrator is deploying an application from a source environment
to a destination environment for the first time. To do this, the administrator must
perform several steps to set up the deployment configuration and define the
relationship between the two environments.Which one of the following is NOT a step
in this process?

A. Set up the pair definition.
B. Set up the converted queue definition.
C. Set up the source environment definition, then define the connection to the source
environment, setting the URL of the source Content Enginefrom which you will export
objects.
D. Set up the destination environment definition, then define the connection to the
destination environment, setting the URL of the destinationContent Engine to which
you will import objects.
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Answer: B

QUESTION: 45
Which one of the following is TRUE with FileNet P8 folders?

A. You can create subclasses of the base folder class and add custom properties that
are passed to new folders based on that class
B. Folders can NOT participate in the event action subsystem
C. Security must be the same on all folders
D. Both B and C are true.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 46
Which event log is automatically created during the creation of an isolated region?

A. VW_WOSystemOperationMsg
B. EventLog
C. DefaultEventLog
D. VW_EventLog

Answer: C

QUESTION: 47
What is the recommended size of the nursery within the CPE jvm in relation to heap
size?

A. The same as heap
B. Half the size of heap
C. Twice the size of heap
D. There is no correlation between the two

Answer: B
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